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Extra. Fine.

Junghans celebrates the classically elegant wristwatch
with the new Meister fein Automatic Signatur

 

Classic elegance has a name: Junghans Meister fein Automatic Signatur, and its elegant 

 design interprets traditional watchmaking in a contemporary way. It is the historical  Junghans 

typeface that gives the watch its name, reminding us of the unique tradition of the  Junghans 

watch factory. At the same time, the new creation stands for the reputable German watch 

brand’s successful, lively present. This dress watch’s dial is fascinating with its cool light 

grey or delicate but radiant ice blue hues. With the Meister fein Automatic Signatur, the 

 modern gentleman is well dressed for every occasion – whether classically worn with a suit or 

 fashionable leisure styling.

Elegant men’s watches like the Meister fein Signatur continue to occupy a firm place in 

 Junghans’ collection. And this watch’s name stands for purity, subtlety, and refinement, the 

determining factors in its appearance. The filigreed three-part case allows the watch to seem 

thinner than it already is with a narrow bezel surrounding the domed sapphire crystal that is 

antireflective on both sides, giving the watch’s face a lot of room to unfold. The  minimalistic, 

slightly domed dial follows the shape of the sapphire crystal, while slender baton hands 

 follow the domed dial’s curve to point to fine, diamond-cut hour markers. And a discreet date 

 window takes its place elegantly within the pared-down design.



 

Elegant and comfortable

The Meister fein Automatic Signatur 

 combines elegance with a high degree of 

comfort, which is supported by the shape  

of the watch. Thanks to this shape and the 

flat construction, the Meister fein  Automatic 

Signatur conveniently slides  under every 

sleeve. Short lugs and a seamless strap 

made of glove-quality soft leather with a 

finely adjustable buckle ensure comfort and 

non-slip placement on the wrist. The available straps match each of the dials:  a  contrasting 

black strap goes with the light grey dial, while a blue strap underscores the cool, modern  

character of the ice-blue dial variation.

Fine mechanics

An elegant watch full of character like the Meister fein Automatic Signatur naturally needs 

a comparable movement, which is why Caliber J800.1 powers this watch. This movement’s 

 architecture can be admired through a window in the case back secured with four screws. 

The two-legged rotor manufactured just for Junghans is a real eye-catcher and energy 

 deliverer for the automatic movement. Naturally, a classically elegant watch like the    Meister 

fein  Automatic Signatur should also have stamina.



Meister fein Automatic Signatur
Features

Calibre:  self-winding movement J800.1 with Junghans-designed rotor, power 
 reserve up to 38 hours, date display

Finishing:   rhodium plated, blue screws, two-armed rotor with circular brush finish, 
polished plate with Junghans star as bearing cover over the rotor bearing

Case: stainless steel
 Ø 39.5 mm, height 11.0 mm
 4-times screwed case back with domed sapphire  

crystal with anti-reflection coating on both sides

Glass: domed sapphire crystal with anti-reflection coating 
 on both sides

Dial:  silver grey or light blue with circular brush, domed, hour markings with 
diamond cut, historical Junghans lettering 

Hands:  fine baton hands 

Strap: domed leather strap with stainless steel buckle

Water-resistance: up to 5 bar
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